DATA SHEET:

CYBER RECONNAISSANCE SOLUTION
The intelligence space is filled with search tools, feeds, and briefings. It is difficult to measure
the value and sift through the noise. GroupSense offers a use-case driven approach to align
the intelligence program to your unique concerns. Our Cyber Reconnaissance solution is a
combination of highly scalable technology with experienced intelligence analysts, providing
only meaningful, high fidelity intelligence data.
DARKRECON

Protects your digital assets. Highly scalable and near real-time visibility into
your digital footprint and asset exposure on open and closed forums, deep,
dark, and custom sources. DarkRecon advisories include full forensic context
plus enriched data to maximize fidelity.

BRANDRECON

Monitors cyber threats to your brand with a comprehensive view across
social media, deep and dark web content. Full context advisories with
recommended steps to remediate. Take-down services.

ALLYRECON

Assesses the risk footprint and security posture of key partners and
acquisition targets with sweeping assessment of business partner cyber risk
and data exflitration. Effective intellectual property coverage for M&A and
private equity transactions.

VIPRECON

Provides digital risk monitoring of key personnel with telemetry and risk
metrics for high net worth individuals, celebrities, and corporate executives.
Broad coverage of social media, forums, activist, and targeted threats.

BREACHRECON

BreachRecon Enterprise Access delivers visibility and awareness to new
breaches affecting your business. With coverage for all of your corporate
domains, expanded data visibility and report, you will be able to quickly
identify and remediate breached accounts on your domains.
Groupsense is changing the way cyber intelligence is delivered and
operationalized across mid to large enterprises and governments. Our Recon
Services provide critical action oriented data that helps protect the world’s
largest networks, critical intellectual property, and election integrity.
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Data Protection
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Brand Protection

AllyRecon

Measure 3rd Party Risk

VIPRecon

VIP Protection
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BreachRecon

Breach Awareness

GROUPSENSE IN ACTION:

FULLY MANAGED CYBER INTELLIGENCE TO HELP
YOU STAY AHEAD OF THREATS
Manufacturing a Stronger Supply Chain: 									
When People are the Weak Link, GroupSense Can Help
Humans were the weak link in this tech giant’s supply chain. Motivated by easy
access to dark web marketplaces, assembly line workers had no qualms about
using their access to intellectual property for personal gain. Cloning electronic
devices and selling knock offs for cheaper than the brand name equivalent has long
been a lucrative business. This respected manufacturer knew that photographs of
components of their product were being sold, but they didn’t know the extent of the
problem.
Leveraging historical data, GroupSense quickly validated the concern and confirmed
that employees were exfiltrating much more than photographs of product
components. The company’s prototype data and snippets of internal conversations
had also been leaked.

GroupSense quickly
validated the concern
and confirmed that
employees were
exfiltrating much more
than photographs of
product components.

Understanding the scope of the leak enabled the client to activate the appropriate
incident response and public relations teams to proactively respond.

Preventative Medicine: 												
How a Pharmaceutical Company Uses Targeted Intel to Stop IP Theft and Brand Abuse
With the average cost to bring a new drug to market surging upwards of $2.5
billion, our client wanted to get in front of any mentions of trial drugs before they
are officially available. This is the story of how GroupSense partners with a global
pharmaceutical company to fight back against IP fraud.
GroupSense identified a syndicate claiming to have access to name-brand
medications. Whether the activities are the result physical theft of medication, or
manufacturing of counterfeit drugs, there could be negative impact for the client.
Armed with this intel, our customer can quickly take action to prevent further
activities from this group. Understanding how a threat actor operates empowers the
client to modify their own processes in the future to prevent recurrences.

ABOUT GROUPSENSE
GroupSense is a leading provider of cyber intelligence services. GroupSense is not
a feed or search engine for the dark web. GroupSense is people, empowered by
proprietary technology, helping information security and intel teams realize value.
GroupSense is trusted by governments worldwide to assist in cyber intel program
development, election monitoring, and anti-fraud and risk measures. GroupSense
tracks known and suspected threat actors and groups, publishing its research for
affected organizations regardless of customer status.

To learn more about GroupSense, visit: www.groupsense.io
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“GroupSense delivers the
best intel we’ve ever seen
from any vendor.”

